
PERGOSHADE 
Discrete Elegance

Pergoshade is a simple solution to shade needs for classic 
existing wood pergola. 

Manuallycontrolled by a convenient front cord, Pergoshade runs 
between discrete aluminum rails installed beneath the selected 
trusses of your pergola and its cover can be made out of any 
classical acrylic fabric or sunscreen mesh.  

The rails, almost unnoticeable, are powder coated finished in a 
classic white color or in any custom color to esthetically blend 
with any specific pergola frame color. 

When fully extended, Pegoshade maintains its elegant waved 
design in a steady position by tightening the front rope to an 
convenient provided cleat. When fully retracted, its fabric pleats 
compactly at the back of your pergola ready to be extended 
when desired.

Discrete 

Beautiful 

Elegant 

Dependable  

Discrete. 
When installed with any Alutex 
vertical sunscreen, Pergshade is 
the perfect complement to 
private areas of self standing 
outdoor living spaces.  

Beautiful. 
As part of the Alutex Patio 
Systems Collection, Pergoshade 
can be enhanced by the 
possibi l i ty to chose from 
hundreds of elegant and vibrant 
acrylic fabrics patterns. 

Elegant. 
From stripes to solid colors, 
Pergoshade is the perfect 
solution to shade needs while 
p rov id ing e legance and 
cheerfulness to the house. 

Dependable. 
Pergoshade is offered to cover 
up to 18’ in width and 20’ in 
projection and it is covered by a 
5 year warranty.

Product Features



Product Highlights

Technical Specifications

Width Range  4’ to 18’ 
Projection Range  8’, 10’, 12’, 14’, 16’, 18’, 20’ 

Ribs   6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
Packing   6”, 8”, 10”, 12”, 14”, 16”, 18” 

Side dimension  8” H 
Hood   Optional 

Opening Control  Manual only 
Installation Option Wall 

Bracket Size  N/A 

Min. pitch for water flow 2% toward one side 
Side curtains  Optional 

Fabric Option  Acrylic, Sunscreen Mesh 
Standard Frame Color White 

  

Custom Frame Color Any RAL color (on request) 

Frame Warranty  5 Years

Fully retracted…  Opening…  Partially open…   Fully open.

Hooks for ribs  Provided cleat for cord 

CAUTIONARY AND IMPORTANT OPERATING INFORMATION: Modern pergolas even if waterproof are intended for shade and rain protection only. 
They are designed to be retracted under snow and ice conditions. They are not designed to withstand snow. During those times, they must be fully retracted 
to prevent damages not covered by warranty. 


